Competitive Analysis Overview
A competitive analysis is a strategy where we identify the major competitors and understand
their approach to the same type of product. By doing so, we can understand the pros and cons
of certain features and implementations to help make informed decisions when improving the
Slate platform.
Overview: In our analysis, we evaluated 1 homegrown, 2 direct competitors, and 3 other
schools that are using Slate. Within its evaluation, we took a look at their existing features, user
interface, and structure.
●
●

●

1 homegrown
● GATS
2 direct competitors
● Target X
● Element 451
3 other schools using Slate
● UC Merced
● Baylor University
● Johns Hopkins University

Homegrown (1)
GATS
The historical system was developed by UCI’s school of engineering to transition from paper to
digital. It was used by the faculty in all departments where the usability of the system differed
from school to school. However, the system did not have centralized support.
●

When reviewing the Applicant’s page on GATS, the information is presented in
an excel format, which allows users to quickly sort through different categories.
The categories included relevant topics that are frequently used by the faculty,
such as test scores, degree, and GPA (as shown below).

●

GATS breaks down the review form based on specific roles, such as Reviewer,
Updater, Committee, and Admin form as shown below. Applicants’ information is
presented all at once in a vertical scrolling format. Unlike Slate, GATs presents
the information in a way where users do not need to go through several pages to
look through the information.

●

UCI receives applicants from all over the world that do not follow the same 4.0
GPA scoring system that the U.S uses. GATS provides information on the
international version of the country’s GPA scoring system along with the U.S
version to allow faculty to compare and choose their preference in determining
the applicant’s qualification.

●

GATs allows users to download and view attachments, such as a letter of
recommendation, transcript, and admission off letters, to view the documents in
the pdf format as shown above. Under the “Updater Comments” section, users
can view the comments provided by their colleagues. It also includes a
timestamp to show when the application was being reviewed as shown below.

●

Filters are grouped under a specific category for users to select from. Each
category uses languages that are easy to understand and recognize by users.

Direct Competitors (2)
Target X: https://www.targetx.com/
One of the packages that Target X offers is called the Target X Recruitment Suite. Although
most of the features focus on recruitment and communicating aspects with applicants, they also
offer a feature that allows users to review the applications, which has a similar style as Slate but
with a modern user interface appearance.
●

Target X Recruitment Suite:
○

○

○

○

○

Personalization
■ Make touchpoints meaningful for students. Make student’s experience
memorable through online and in-person
Mobile-optimized
■ Mobile-first online app allows students to start or complete their
application from any device
Application Review tool
■ All application data is aggregated into a clean, comprehensive view. View
test scores, letters of rec, transcripts, and any other requirements. The
tool can be used offline and on the go
Reports and Dashboard
■ Easily configure reports and dashboards that help identify patterns,
changes, and knowledge in real-time.
UChat
■ Connect with more students during the discovery phase of their college
search while improving the overall student experience with UChat — a
live chat widget built specifically for higher ed.

●

Pros:
○ User interface uses contrasting colors to easily see where users are when
navigating through the tabs.
○ Present files in pdf format, which eliminates pixel quality documents and
easier way to zoom in and out of the file with the pdf interface.
○ Has a status bar on the top to show which stage the applicant is currently
at.
○ Multiple suites that are part of the same system (Recruitment, Retention,
App, Insights)
○ UChat provides prospective students with more engagement

●

Cons:
○ Similar structure as Slate, where you have to click on tabs to see every
category of the application components.
○ It would still be difficult to review large amounts of applications because
they would still have to individually look at several pages of information for
each applicant.

●

Clients
○ Georgetown University
○ Plymouth State University
○ George Mason University
○ Illinois Institute of Technology

Element 451: https://element451.com/
Element451 empowers admissions and enrollment teams to work more efficiently with their
cloud-based system. The most important features are their automation and analytics features
along with their modern and clean user interface design.
Features:
●

Auto-evaluate feature to score applicants

●

Application Generation and Decisioning
○ Focused on creating a better user experience for prospective students by
optimizing for mobile usability.
Mobile-optimized
○ Mobile-first online app allows students to start or complete their application from
any device
Reports and Dashboard
○ Includes analytics, segment reports, conversion analysis, and more data
reporting.
A/B Testing
○ Includes the ability to test versions of subject lines, message content, and etc.
Tons of features
○ Drag and drop CMS, multichannel online decision packages, export PDF of the
application portfolio, customizable stage-based application review, branded to
school, real-time analytics, audience segmentation

●

●

●
●

●

Interfaces:

●

●

●

Pros:
○ Using current design trends and clean user interface
■ It uses a card-like structure like Trello to see applicant’s
information under each category of the application process
■ Has the ability to color code, which makes it easier to
absorb and remember the information.
■ Utilizes negative space to present information in a less
constrained environment and with visual hierarchy.
○ Auto-evaluate features to score large amounts of applications to
save time.
Cons:
○ With so many high end features that utilize specific aspects of
technology, the price may be more expensive.
○ The Application page with Trello features would be difficult to
implement if there are a large number of applicants for each
category.
Clients
○ New York University
○ Cornell Tech
○ Icahn School of Medicine, Mount Sinai
○ Drew University

Other Schools using Slate (3)
● UC Merced
○ https://graduatedivision.ucmerced.edu/sites/graduatedivision.ucmerced.edu/files/
documents/PDFs/updated-_slate_faculty_guide.pdf
● Baylor University
○ https://www.baylor.edu/graduate/index.php?id=959738
● Johns Hopkins University
○ https://uis.jhu.edu/slate-training-materials/faculty-resources-for-slate/

Due to the design and constrained environment of Slate, most schools were using the platform
the same way. Baylor University and Johns Hopkins University have a similar organizational
structure when creating the bin flows as UCI. On the other hand, there were several interesting
implementations that UC Merced made that stood out amongst the rest of the schools.

UC Merced:

●

UC Merced sets up their bin structure with only 2 columns, Evaluation and Admission,
while other schools had 5 to 6 columns. With 2 columns, it was easy to quickly
understand the bin flow.

●

●

●

Roles:

On the search page column header, the name of the categories was spelled out instead
of using acronyms. This minimizes the user's memory load without the need to
remember what each of the categories means.
The column header sections are divided into 6 sections, which does not overload users
with too much information.

Within the faculty group, the roles are divided into 4 different roles. Some roles share the
same Slate permission but are broken down into different levels. The higher the role, the
more access to move applications into different bins.

●

In the applicant packet, specifically the applicant page, UC Merced utilizes the space to
provide well-rounded information about an applicant, including but not limited to
background, and research interests. It provides an overview summary of the applicant
from a high level.

Conclusion
After doing the competitive analysis, there were:
●
●
●

4 findings
3 key takeaways from how other schools using Slate
14 recommendations spread across different verticals (home, list interface, filter, bins,
applicant information interface, other)

Key Findings (4)
●

User interface update would enhance the presentation of information

●

Organizing information in a detailed, clear, and more structured way (like GATS) allows
finding information easier and faster.

●

GATS was working well due to the simplicity of it. SLATE has more features but failed to
capitalize on them by not catering to the users and their needs.

●

Other competitors have a clearer organizational structure for displaying list information
compared to SLATE.

Key Takeaways From How Schools are using Slate (3):
●
●
●

UC Merced implements at a high level, where only the important categories are
shown on the column header sections and limiting the usage of bin columns.
UC Merced breaks down the faculty role into 4 sub-roles.
Baylor University and Johns Hopkins have similar processes and
implementations as UCI.

Recommendations (14)
Home:
● Updating the menu from icons to words
List Interface:
● Maximize presenting the full word of the category on the header as seen by other
schools that are using Slate.
○ Removes the requirement of remembering what each acronym means.
Quick and easy to understand and less confusion.

●
●
●

Icons used throughout Slate is not clear and does not represent the category or
purpose well. Replace with a stronger visual element.
Update visuals by incorporating elements from Element 451
○ Use colors to depict low, med, high scores, and GPA
Update interface style to be more up to date with current trends. Easy on the
eyes and helps support content through the use of visual hierarchy.

Filter Interface:
● Organize/group filter options based on relevant categories as seen on GATS for
easy findings.
○ GATS organized the filters in groups of different categories which is easy
on the eyes to scan for information.
○ Current filter structure is difficult to understand with the way it is currently
grouped right now because it is too broad.
● Remove the SLATE template library if it’s not necessary
○ If it is, reorganize into dropdown menus or searchable functions to reduce
the amount of real-estate taken
● Provide status of how many filters have been selected from each category
(inspired by element 451’s application interface)
BIN Interface:
● Element 451’s application interface displays quick info about individual applicants
in the bins for a quick look. Apply similar ideas to Slate bins to provide quick info
as a preview.
○ Example: Along with displaying how many applications are in each bin,
also display how many of them are domestic and international applicants.
○ UI redesign, similar to TargetX and Element451’s interface which is a
more modern and cleaner take on displaying applicant information
● Trello-like card system but faculties can’t move applicants themselves without a
two-step process with staff (unsure if this change is possible, probably not due to
permissions)
Applicant Information Interface:
● Change from horizontal page scroll to vertical page scroll
● Fix the sticky note/post-it annotation interaction feature at the bottom of the
screen
○ Multiple inconsistent interactions

